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Not only data in the world of electronic processing are coded - also our daily life is full 
of encoded messages. However, the obvious conclusion was not drawn from our daily 

experience: that coded information can be processed only, if the code is known. The 
coding dilemma can be seen as a second "IS problem of the Century" (besides the 

"data normalisation in data bases"), 
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Text and Code - a Dragons Pond 

K. Daube 
OBRZ AG, Zurich (S216) 

Not only data in the world of electronic processing are coded - also 
our daily life is full of encoded messages. However the obvious 
conclusion was not drawn from our daily experience: that coded 
information only can be processed, if the code is known . The coding 
dilemma can be seen as a second "IS problem of the century" 
(besides the "data normalisation in data bases") . 

This paper explains the problem and draws attention to very few 
basic requirements. These must be met by operating systems, 
applications and hardware to allow real data processing. Real in the 
sense that end users are less frustrated and international business is 
not forced to use US-english communucation only. 

Our company OBRZ is both computing centre for some and IS staff for all companies 
of the Oerlikon Buhrle Group. 

As a computing centre we wanted to support the growing demand of applications call
ing for national characters (text- and document processing, end-user-applications). 
However the existing environment is based on US keyboards . One step towards this 
goal was to make our EDP staff aware of the problems inherent in this task. 

Supporting national characters and keyboards is one of the elements of a National 
Language Support which (in my opinion) allows at least: 

• Input and output data may contain all characters, which are necessary for a specif
ic spoken or written language. For example German uses the sharp s (m in Ger
many and Austria, but not in Switzerland. 

• Dialog with the user can be in any language. Elements of this dialog in national 
language are names of commands, abbreviations, help texts , screen masks etc . 

• An application observes country dependent habits as for example grouping symbols 
for numbers, currency symbols or the representation of the date. 

The purpose of this paper is to make you aware of an area of problems which may be 
of comparable significance as the Data processing problem number one of this century 
(Data N ormalization) is. Both end user computing and international marketing call for 
support of national language in all our systems and applications. User interface and 
applications on workstations give us a glimpse what should be possible also in power
ful multiuser environments . 

I also want to share with you both our comany's and SEAS' experience in this field. I 
also can show you, that IBM "got the message" and now is really working on the sub
ject. 
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This paper concentrates on a very narrow aspect of this wide field of a national lan
guage architecture - the coding of characters. I'm further narrowing the subject to sin
gle byte coded character set for languages based on the latin alphabet. I also need to 
concentrate myself on the 370 architecture. 
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Coding Schemes 

Codes In our Daily Life 

In our daily life we are surrounded by codes without recogniz
ing this fact: 

• miming and gestures 

• pictograms 

• specialized jargons (often leading to 'Newspeak') 

Gestures 1) 

We can only understand a gesture , if we know the situation 
very well. Very often it is necessary to know the cultural 
background of the person producing the gesture. 

This gesture can be interpreted in very different ways: 

• 'excellent', 'precisely' (in German speaking countries, in par-
ticular in Switzerland) 

• 'money' (in Japan) 

• an obscene, embarrassing meaning (for the Sardes) 

• 'nothing', 'zero' (in France) 

Other gestures are only interpreted correctly by a group of 
specialists. If, for example, a car driver sees this gesture from 
a member of the fire brigade, and this happens on the road, 
he assumes a traffic regulation (turn to your left) . His col
legues from the brigade watching his signals will interprete it 
completely different: lower the pressure of the pumps! 

Pictograms 
These are abstractions from 'realistic' images and are used to 
signal illiterate people various messages. So they should be 
understood from (hopefully) all which can see them. However , 
the imagination of the creator of the pictogram (and be it a 
committee) must not be the same as the imagination of the re
cipient. Ones phantasy depends on cultural background, esperi
ence and current emotion. 

The first pictogram on the side easily can be interpreted as 
'exit'. It is used on airports, railway stations etc . But the next 
pictogram, which I see at the road in a forest near a hospital 
every day - what does it mean to you? 

For a long period of time I thought, handicapped people (with 
a crutch) are crossing, so drive carefully! One day a jogger 
crossed the road and now the picture became more meaningful 
for me. My perception was mislead by the T -shaped thing in 

1) Pictures in this section are taken from (6) 
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the left down corner and I could not find a mathing image for 
the rest of the pictogram ... 

Abbreviations and Special Jargon 
We people in the information processing industry are using abbreviations every day. 
We do not recognize the fact, that there are many ambiguities in letter combinations. 
Some examples may illustrate this: 

AM On the radio set this is 'Amplitude Modulation' . On the watch it is 'Ante 
Meridiam'. 

ACF For IBM and their customers it may be 'Advanced Communication Facility'. 
But there are also other vendors. So in our company this stands for 'Access 
Control Facility'. 

Department of Defense The War Ministey also is named so in countries which are 
definitely aggressive. For this sort of euphemic or misleading use of a con
cept George Orwell coinded the word Newspeak. 

The same habit of using misleading words is present for nuclear power plants, the 
problems of water, air and other pollutions etc. The code is changed as soon as it is 
broken - that is, as soon people see behind the word. 

Coding In Data Processing 

What I have said before lets assume some sort of Tower of Babel in the data process
ing area. And this assumptions turns out to be right . The message which can be de
rived from the foregoing explanations is clear: 

Code can only be interpreted, if the coding scheme is known, if sender and re
ceiver have negotiated on its meaning. 

For electronic data processing codes are the blood of life. It is not possible to repre
sent numbers or text in a machine other than by coding them into some hardware 
representation (magnetic or optic pulses in a certain arrangement). 

If this is so clear, why do we have that mess of encoding, that mess of problems in 
data communications or text processing? 

Coding Schemes 
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Describing a State 

For this discussion a state is the result of one or more actions . This may be a written 
symbol or a symbol visible at a video screen. A state in our daily life (in this context) 
may be a meal. 

Such a state can be described by at least two methods: 

• Directly by a name 

• Indirectly by describing the actions taken to get the state 

In both cases codes are used. I must know the territory in which I'm navigating! Both 
names and the description of the actions need basic knowledge and imagination. How
ever the second method allows to create completely new states without the necessity 
for new names or negotiations. With only a few combinable actions a huge number of 
new states can be defined. 

If you look at some cecipe , let's say that of Chateaubriand, you will find several 'codes 
of the kitchen'. Can you say, what's bleu, seignant, cl point or bien cuit exactly? 
Hence most recipes explain these codes in terms of more familiar expressions . 

The same also would be essential for the codes used in data processing, but nobody 
seems to care about this. 

Naming a State 

As an example we may take the state italic small character pi or the meal 
Chi tea ubriand. 

The method of naming a state is widely used, both by IBM and others . The character 
A or the figure 7 are states used in data processing. In reality the computer (a pro
gram, the micro instructions etc.) does not handle a character or a figure . It is work
ing with the contents of a certain location in storage or register. 

This is fine for efficency, however the results my be desastrous, because the applica
tion assumes a certain code which condition can not be checked. What is assumed in 
todays applications is 

• Coding scheme of data is defined 

• Application knows the coding scheme 

This assumption cannot be proved, because there is no identification of these facts . 
Programmers are speaking from the EBCDIC not knowing that there are at least 100 
variants in use all over the world. By the way the same is true for the ASCII [8]. 

The efficiency of processing bytes (boxes with assumed contents) mislead to the as
sumption that the results of such a processing are in all cases correct. How many ap
plications assume that the length of a printed string of characters can be determined 
by counting the bytes? Too many. How about proportional fonts, different font styles 
etc .? 

An application cannot 'dive' into a file and assume the meaning of a certain byte. For 
example the Fortran VS compiler (version 1) looks for a statement termination when 
parsing a source line. Coming to the D in the statement DATA TOWN / ' ZURICH' / ter
minates the statement and a syntax error occures! That is because the compiler 
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assumes that the code page only contain the 'standard EBCDIC character set' (what 
ever that is) and not the full set of 192 symbols and uses "unused codes" for parsing. 

Code Page and Character Set 

The state we want to discuss now is called a Code Page. It's a collection of codes for 
192 different characters or symbols including the space character. With one byte of 8 
bits 256 different codes can be defined. Outside the scope of code pages are 64 control 
characters (like formfeed or backspace) which use similar codes in all code pages. 
These code pages are registered by IBM and got names called CPGIDs, which basical
ly are numbers (just another code of a code ... ). 

The symbols in a code page may be grouped in various ways forming character sets. 
A character set may comprise of as little as 64 different symbols (uppercase character 
plus some special symbols) or of all the 192 symbols. Also these got a name from 
IBM, the CGCSGID. 

Since for a long time there were 'holes' in the EBCDIC coding scheme (only 64 sym
bols defined out of possible 192). or customers felt that certain symbols are of no use 
for them, people 'defined' their own coding schemes for their use . So did IBM on the 
327x terminals also . In the following table the character representation of some codes 
are shown for three countries: 

USA 
France 
Brasil 

o 
$ # @ { } \ 

§ $ ~ £ a e e ~ 
$ ~ a 6 A 6 e \ 

These days IBM wants to get rid of all those code pages from the past which lack of 
characters used for different languages or in different countries. So they encourage 
customers to use only few code pages, e .g. 

cp 500 

cp 037 

in multilingual countries like Switzerland and Belgium 

in USA and Canada 

These are called Country Extended Code Page (CECP) because they are an extension 
of the so far used county dependent code pages. 

Looking at code page 037 programmers find most of their symbols on codes familiar 
to them. This is not true for [ ] { and }. Since these symbols were not used by system 
programmers, not attention was taken to their codes. Only people dealing with ASCII 
~ EBCDIC conversions had to look at this. So every installation established their 
own codes for these symbols, because the "magic Card", the bible of system program
mers showed two versions of EBCDIC, and they do not contain the same symbols. 
Problems arising from theses facts are discussed in detail in [8] . 

There are of course other code pages in the PC area, which are based on the ASCII 
coding scheme. Big problems arise from the fact, that these code pages hold different 
character sets with respect to the newly established EBCDIC code pages. There are no 
codes defined in EBCDIC for the forms drawing character like ~ - + ~ or symbols 
like ~ or 1T. 

But there is not one codepage in the PC area. With DOS-3 IBM has introduced 4 new 
ones ... 

I want to summarise the problems which arise from this mess of codes, which are 

Describing a State 
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well described in the SEAS White Paper [1] : 

• A user can not enter data using the symbols engraved on the key tops of his termi
nal. He must know, which kind of terminal and application he is using 

• An application can not mix data from several sources. These data may use differ
ent code pages. 

• Using a Swiss keyboard for text processing tasks and the same keyboard for updat
ing a database will destroy data integrity (because the application was written 
with a US keyboard). 

• A message tranferred by electronic mail from France to Germany can not be read, 
because all national characters of France are mangled. 

• and so on and so forth 

This situation became dramatically since the user at a terminal or PC no more is a 
DP professional but a so called End User. His task is to get the report for the man
agement ready and not to think about coding schemes. But also system programmers 
get trapped by all these conversion tables in emulated terminals emulated on a PC 
with an ASCII keyboard ... 

Describe the Production of a State 

When describing the production of a state we also need some conditions: 

• The starting state must be known (e.g. US-ASCII or empty table in the kitchen) 

• Discription of the actions (control sequencies or recipe) 

The best description of tasks does not help, if one does not know from which state to 
start. In the world of ASCII it is assumed that a file starts in US-ASCII (ISO 646) . If 
different character sets or emphasis or size modifications of the symbols are needed, 
then the control sequencies describe these actions. 

What is needed here too is a registry of the actions defined and henceforth under
standable by an application. ECMA maintains such a registry of control sequencies 
and character sets. 

In the following samples of control sequencies names in < > denote control charac
ters. The method itself is standardized in [10] 

<esc> ) E NATS (Newspaper text transmission in Denmark and Norway) is defined 
as first alternate character set. In this character set the code x'5c' denotes 
an 0. This is at the place of the \ in the basic set. 

<so> Switch to the selected alternate set (NATS was established, so it becomes 
active now) 

<si> Switch back to the base set. 

<esc> 1 ; 3 m Establish a rendering of the following symbols : (present them in 
bold italics) 

Most text applications on mini and micro computers are working with this method. 
However, also with this method, an application may not 'dive' into the file and as
sume the meaning of a certain byte. A control sequence before that byte may have 
changed this meaning drastically. The attributes of that data entity are not known 
(you can't use your watch as a compass, as long as you don't know in which time zone 
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you are). Hence data must be treated as stream of entities with this method. 

Nowadays IBM comes back to this method in various 'architectures' like SNA, DCA or 
IPDS using structured fields. 

L..-_R_D_W ___ I ~ I Introducer I IL _______ S_tru_d __ ur_~_fi_e_ld_d_m_a __ /_pa_r_a_m_e_te_r _______ ~ 
~ .. ----------------Strudur~Re~------------------~~~ 

.......... -------------Record of Datastream.:.:.;,.:.::.;.:..;,.;..:..-----------------------i~~ 
-410.05.15-4----------------____________ ...1 

---------rrr<;;~cons.,rm;.,:s111ay_oe-rre,,-re-(l.-rn contrast to the A"NSrmetboa. of control sequencies - - --
all bit combinations are valid in the data which is essential for bit images etc . The 
ANSI control sequencies make use of so called terminators to enclose data of the spec
ified properties (e.g. highlighted text). 

Describing a State 
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Applications and Code 

An application at least is dealing with 

• Input from a world outside the system (operating system) 

• Storage within the system 

• Output (export from system) 

Collections of bits do not have any particular meaning of its own. Hence their inter
pretation depends on the intent of a program or application. The sequence of bits 
B'llOOOOOll000010' may be a representation of the decimal figure 171 or of the upper 
case characters AB or a portion of a ra~ter image or a piece of digitized voice . 

Data base applications now seperate data and their attributes by using data dictionar
ies. However code is so far not considered as an attribute in this sense . Code may be 
an attribute of fields and not only of files. So one conclusion which can be drawn from 
the discussion is 

Code must be an attribute of data, which must be available to 
every 
application dealing with that data. 

With emerging use of open systems and networks the sources of data become very di
verse. The data sent around the world are by no means restricted to those symbols in 
EBCDIC or ASCII with invariant code. Data administrators may decide about the code 
of data stored on disk or tape . But they do not have any influence on the codes com
ing from remote lines etc . 

Data coming from Sidney cannot be assumed to use code page 037 (for English text) , 
because these may be detoured data from the Fidji Islands (which are still French ter
ritorry). 

Input Output I I 1..---->- Terminal-> ------, 

Device 
Translate 

Table 

Out'lut 
Trans ate 

Table 

This table is hardcoded in 
LPA modules IKT3270I and 
IKT32700. Characters not 
supported on the terminal 
are replaced by ':'. 

These tables can be 
replaced and/or modified 
via the TERMINAL command 
with parameters TRAN 
and/or CHAR 

Input 
Translate 

Table 

L..---<_I TSO 
Application 

Program 
_< __ ....... f 

WRITE READ 
'---------' 

TPUT opti on EDIT TGET option EDIT 

Text and Code . a Dragons Pond 
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This diagram from [3] show code transformations done for the input and output at a 
TSO terminal. There are 3 translations . One pitfall here is that temporary changes to 
the tables, which can be achieved with the TSO commands TERMINAL and CHAR are 
not honoured by the ISPF services. Even worse, they are lost after calling ISPF which 
uses its own set of tables! 

Data Entry 

• Keyboard "defines" character set 

• Character Set uses subset of code page 

Character Set 
A character set is a set of symbols, which may be represented in a system (screen, 
printer, storage) by some coding mechanism. A coded character set is a specific set of 
bit patterns to which specific graphic meanings and control meanings have been as
signed. This is synonymous with code. The number of elements in the set normally is 
smaller than the maximum number which can be represented by the coding scheme. 

The EBCDIC coding scheme allows for 256 codes (8 bit coding). 64 of them are used 
for control (form feed , backspace etc.). 192 codes are used for graphic symbols and one 
code (all bits on) is reserved. Also the blank character (space) belongs to the set of 
symbols. 

Different character sets may use the same coding scheme (e.g. EBCDIC or ASCII) 
called code page . One destinct code page can serve for many character sets. 

IBM has numbered the character sets available on terminals and printers (CGCSGID). 
Today only little use can be made of this registry, but on new controllers this can be 
queried. 

Keyboard 
A distinct keyboard can create a distinct set of symbols. For some languages a key
board can not have all symbols designated to distinct keys. Accented characters are 
often combined by using a dead (non spacing) key and the base letter. Using 5 vowels 
and 3 accents 8 keys allow the creation of 15 symbols (both upper and lower case). 

In the 327x family of terminals not the terminal itself creates a code sent to the oper
ating system. The controller both handles the keyboard and the video screen using a 
very strange set of display code which is (to my knowledge) restricted to 7 bits. The 
set of characters and the code used is defined inside the controller and is similar for 
all terminals connected to one controller. 

Only the new family of 317x terminals and controllers allow 8 bit codes, hence sup
port a full code page with 192 different symbols. They also allow different code pages 
and character sets for different terminals. 

Applications and Code 
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Input of Data 
Data entering an application is not identified. Neither it's code no re the character set 
of the issuing system is known. Hence current applications call for connection of a 
distinct type of terminal. You must not connect both US and Swiss terminals to a 
CICS application! 

Since the information about code page and character set is mirrored in a VTAM table 
a dynamic change of the environment is not possible so far. When using ISPF the us
er must define 'his' type of terminal. But which enduser knows this? A great disad
vantage of these methods is the multitude of definitions for distinct attributes, which 
of course encrease the possibility for errors . 

Most applications can not translate incoming our outgoing data. They assume a specif
ic code for a specific function rather than a character. This is cumbersome in particu
lar for basic tools like compilers and utilities: 

AS 

Pascal 

PUl 

QMF 

REXX 

DCF 

! is used as command delimiter 

[ und ] as well as [ and ] are defined in this language . However (* 
and *) and (. and .) are used as alternative representations . 

-. and I are operators 

-. is an operator 

I und -. are operators 

allows input translation by the . t i command, however all macroes 
using one of the characters in question become useless! 

These symbols use different codes on different keyboards (in different code pages) . 

To circumvent these problems, our formatter SUSI [11] has a command . codepage 
xxx and our ISPF environment can switch between US (code page 037) and Swiss 
(code page 500) keyboards . But this mechanism depends on the knowledge of the user 
setting ISPF option 1.0 correctly with the terminal type. 

Storage of Data 

• 192 defined symbols are not sufficient 

• Data must be identified 

• Code may be attribute of small entities of data 

Writing technical reports very soon let you miss symbols currently not defined in the 
character sets defined in the code pages specified by IBM . For example the symbol for 
integration (calculus) J can be created in a formatter like DCF by the meta symbol 
&integr . . Only certain printers may produce it, and in no other application this is 
available . 

Every installation must invent meta symbols for their text processing or electronic 
mail applications. This is cleary not a good approach. Only DCA can solve these prob
lems, but there are so far not sufficient implementations of this architecture avail
able. On the other hand only those symbols present in the current code pages are de
fined . You cannot transfer a document from PC to host without loss of some symbols . 

Both at the time of input and output different codes my be used. Hence it is 
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necessary to know the code of the stored data as well as that one coming in and that 
one to be produced for the peripherial processes. Also for methods like those used in 
SUSI (see earlyer) query facilities at the terminal are missing. 

Output of Data 

• Can the device handle the code? 

• Is the character set correct? 

Since there is no query facility for code and character set in the devices used today 
an application can not handle translations and substitutions. Knowing the capabilites 
of a device lets an application substitute a by ae or a box with common symbols: 

+----------------- + 

+----------------- + 

It also should be a priciple for output of data to show undefined codes in a manner 
recognisable by humans. Substituting such codes by blank or minus (as it is very of
ten done by system defaults) is very dangerous : 

Originally intended meaning of text IF (A I -, B) CALL (xyz, abc, 'why -,' , 
on) 

Totally misleading with 'error character' IF (A I B) CALL (xyz, abc, 'why', on) 
blank 

By no means better with minus sign as IF (A I -B) CALL (xyz, abc, 'why -', on) 
'error character' 

A senseful representation of the 'error IF (A I cB) CALL (xyz, abc, 'why c', on) 
character' 

To cope with these demands IBM will concentrate on IPDS printers under the umbrel
la of SAA. Many SAA components depend on 'intelligent' devices such as work sta
tions and printers with graphic capabilities. 

Applications and Code 
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Missing Links 

The discussion so far can be summarised in two basic needs: 

• Coding of data must be identified 

• Peripheral devices must be queryable with respect to codepage and character set 

None of these are generally available. Only DFT terminals allow to implement the 
latter function . . 

So what can we do until SAA implements a real National Language Architecture 
(hopefully)? 

Think. about these issues and the impact for your applications. The years after 1992 
will bring great headaches to most IS managers if their company 
has customers outside their own country. Language is part of our 
culture and writing names correctly or not may decide our compa
ny's profit or loss. 

New applications shoud be written according to the rules presented 
by IBM in [2] and by a software company in [9] . 

You may well come to the conclusion not to support a new code 
page (such as code page 500 in Switzerland) in all your applications. 
Both from this decision and from the long time of transition two 
codes may be present in an installation. 

Use syntactic Character Set only. That is use no national character or some special 
symbols which are not in this set. The syntactic set is coded in all 
IBM code pages with the same codes. 

Identify Code. 

Type of symbol Symbol 

Alphabetic ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrs tu vwxyz 

Numeric 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 890 

Special ; ? ( ) , " - & + % * - < > . , . --

For a long time this will be the only cure against loss of data in
tegrity in data bases maintained on a network. 

This method also is used by some compilers (only for their specified 
character set) - but new languages call for brief formulation of the 
problem without lengthy keywords. Mapping mathematical notation 
to commands very often introduces new symbols. 

Even home grown methods may serve better than nothing. It's easy
er to convert from one order to another than from chaos to any or
der . Methods which my be applied are : 

• make the code page an attribute of the data. This attribute can 
be administred in a data dictionay 

• identify code directly in the data. This method was used for text 
for our formatter SUSI . 

For these purposes do not introduce new codes to identify code! 
You'll get lost in this swamp, so use for tagging or identifying pur
pose only characters from the syntactic set. 

Text and Code - a Dragons Pond 
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Make applications independent of coding. For detailed rules see [1 ,2,3 and 9). The key 
is to separate executable code and text in an application. Dammn all 
DC C' •••• I from your programs. 

Start at the output side before new sources of data are opened. Digging a canal is 
started at the dry end and terminated with the final ditch separat
ing it from the water ... 

Network considerations. If national keyboards are to be introduced on an existing net
work, careful analysis and planning is required in order to avoid se
vere end user and data integrity problems. [3) and [12) . 

Prepare your tools. If you want to switch to a different code page (e .g. to use the 
Swiss character set) you need tools capable of handling different 
code pages - being independent of code pages at all . Precompilers 
and general purpose macro processors may serve here . 

Missing Links 
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Work done at SEAS, SHARE and In IBM 

As a European Association SEAS (now SHARE Europe) found it necessary to make 
IBM aware of the serious problems in the area of National Language Support. An Eu
ropean IBM customer cannot get the same benefit from using IBM software and hard
ware as a US customer can as long as the products do not follow a National Lan
guage Architecture. 

Since SEAS has issued its White Paper on National Language and Character Set 
Problems [7] which was also supported by G.U.I .D.E., IBM made big steps forward in 
understanding these problems and the demands of European customers . The Toronto 
Lab now is to convince the various development centers with the guidelines [1,2]. 

The SEAS NCTF White Paper only states problems and asks for an ar-
chitectured approach of intended solutions. SHARE Europe now is 
working on the specifications of such an architecture. This is done in a 
Special Technical Working Group (STWG). So now we have a continu-
ous dialog with IBM since 1984 on this subject. This is honoured by 
IBM in arranging discussions between the STWG and senior IBM man-
agement. At the SEAS Spring Meeting in Vienna 1989, Ted Sasala, di-
rector of the recently established National Language Support expressed 
this by the following statement: 

Your expertise and that of the other members of the NL group is vital for IBM 
to understand properly the needs of our European customers. Working with the 
NL group allowed me to reemphasise in my own mind the urgency and impor
tance of the National Language challenges. I beJieve that the work being done 
by SEAS on matters of NLS is crucial to the future of NLS on IBM products. 

SHARE was inspired by SEAS' NCTF White Paper to take a closer look at the ASCII 
- EBCDIC relationship. The SHARE lECS White Paper [8] is a detailed analysis of 
the problems in this area. SEAS also has contributed to this paper with comments 
and clarifications. So the final paper could be endorsed by SEAS. 

The SHARE lECS White Paper calls IBM to concentrate on one EBCDIC code page 
and one ASCII code page which should be ISO 8859/1. This is seen as an intermediate 
step towards a 16 hit code and finally to multibyte coding which now is under study 
in ISO (DIS 10646: 1989 - Information Processing - Multiple Octet Coded Character 
Set). 

IBM has demonstrated its will to implement a real National Language Architecture in 
SAA with some condfidential presentations at the last meetings of the SEAS STWG 
during 1989. This group is happy to see that their ideas have fallen on fertile ground. 
But we all do know that there will be a long way to full National Language Support 
in all operting systems SAA is dealing with. An operating system must accept 
changes down deep to the kernel. System programmers must learn the lesson from 
their application collegues and not only take the 'magic card' into consideration. 
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Appendix 

Code Page 500/1 

The full character set of this code page has CGCSGm 697 

4x 5x 6x 7x 8x 9x 

xO & - ~ 0 0 
space 

xl req. S9 e / E a j 

x2 a e A E b k 

x3 a e A it c 1 

x4 a e A E d m 

x5 a i A f e n 

x6 a i A i f 0 

x7 a 1 lA I g p 

x8 ~ i <; i h q 

x9 ii J3 N , 
i r 

xA [ ] I !! I « 

xB $ # » Q , 

xC < * % @ 0 re 

xD ( ) 
, y 

- . 
xE P lE + > -, -

xF ! § ? " ± 0 

space space, blank 

req. sp required space 

sy1. hy sylable hyphen, displayed as -

all bits x'ff, all bits set 

Ax Bx 

p rt 
- £ 

s ¥ 

t • 

u © 

v § 

w 1T 

X .l. 
4 

Y 
1 
"2 

z .a 
4 

i -, 

" I 
-

D 

y .. 

, 

P 
® X 

Text and Code - a Dragons Pond 

Cx Dx Ex Fx 

{ } \ 0 

A J 1 

B K S 2 

C L T 3 

D M U 4 

E N V 5 

F 0 W 6 

G P X 7 

H Q y 8 

I R Z 9 

syl. hy 1 2 3 

() u 6 (] 

0 ii b U 
0 u 6 {) 

6 U 6 U 
0 Y 6 all bits 
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Code Page 037 

Symbols familiar to programmers are to a high degree located at codes known from 
the 'magic card'. However this is not true for brackets and braces [ 1 { and }. This 
code page uses the same character set as code page 500. 

4x 5x 6x 7x 8x 9x 

xO & - !3 0 0 
space 

xl req. sp e / E a j 

x2 a e A E b k 

x3 a e A E c I 

x4 a e A E d m 

x5 a i A i e n 

x6 a i A i f 0 

x7 a 1 A I g p 

x8 r; i <; i h q 

x9 ii B N , 
i r 

xA et ! I ~ I « 

xB $ # » Q , 

xC < * % @ 0 re 
, 

xD ( ) y . -

xE + > - P lE , -

xF I --, ? 11 ± 0 

space space, blank 

req. sp required space 

syl. hy sylable hyphen, displayed as -

all bits x'fr, all bits set 

Appendix 

Ax Bx Cx Dx Ex Fx 

11 § { } \ 0 
- £ A J 1 

s ¥ B K S 2 

t • C L T 3 

u © D M U 4 

v § E N V 5 

w ~ F 0 W 6 

X .1. G P X 7 4 

y t H Q y 8 

z .a. I R Z 9 4 

i [ syl. hy 1 2 3 

G 1 () 11 6 0 

D 
-

0 ii b 0 
y .. 

0 u 6 0 
p 

, 

6 U 6 U 
® X 0 Y 6 all bits 
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Code Page 850 

This code page is one of the four code pages defined for DOS/3 and OS/2 on the PCs. 
The character set of this code page has CGCSGm 980. 

-Hex DlgH, 

Ist ... 0- 1- 2- 3- 4- 5- 6- 7- 8- 9- A- B- C- D- E-
2nd ... ... L (i/ , c;: E a .. . 

5 6 -0 ~ 0 p p ... ... ... 

-1 c;;) ..... ! 1 A Q a ii i 
-L D P q ;e . .... 

-2 • l " 2 B R b r e lE 6 !!l T E () 

-3 • 1 , .. # 3 C S c s ii 6 U I f- E 6 
-4 • ,-

$ 4 D T d t a 0 fi -1 - E 0 I 

-5 ... § 0/0 5 E U e u a 0 N A + I 0 
-6 • - & 6 F V f v cl U ~ A 1i i J..l 

-7 l 
, 

7 G W g • w ~ U 2 A A i P 
-8 a t ( 8 H X h x e y ( . © ~ Y J> 

-9 0 + ) 9 I Y i Y e b ® ~I rr= ~ D 
[;] 0 11 

~L 0 -A -+ * J Z J z e -, - r 
-B cJ K [ k { I 0 Y, 'il - • 0 4- + , ,r 
-c « L- < L \ J I i £ Y. :::!J Ip - § 
-D ) 1 } j 0 ~ - I , +-+ - = M m i - I Y 
-E J.l £ N 

~ - A ¥ ~L i -> n x « ,r 
~ 0 A f 0 - , -F T / ? 0 0 » I --
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F-

-

± 

3/. 

~ 

§ 

~ 

0 

.. 

I 

3 

2 

• 
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ISO 8859/1 

The full name of this standard is ISO 8859/1.2: Information processing - 8-bit single 
byte coded graphic character sets - Part 1: Latin alphabet No. 1. This code page con
tains the same character set as code page 500. 

2x 3x 4x 5x 6x 7x Ax Bx Cx Dx Ex Fx 

xO 0 @ p , 
p 0 A b a s space req. sp 

xl ! I A Q a q i ± A N a n 

x2 " 2 B R b r et 2 A 6 a <> 

x3 # 3 C S c s £ 3 A 6 a 6 

x4 $ 4 D T d t 0 A 6 a 0 

x5 % 5 E U e u ¥ II A 6 a 6 

x6 & 6 F V f I 
~ lE 6 6 v I re 

x7 
, 

7 G W g w § • <; X ~ 

x8 ( 8 H X h 
.. 

E 0 e x , 91 

x9 ) 9 I Y i y © 1 It 0 e u 

xA * J Z j z !! Q E U e u 
xB + , K [ k { « » it 0 e u 

xC < L \ 1 I ......, .1. i D i ii , 4 

xD - - M 1 m } syl. by 
1 f Y i Y - "2 

xE > N § n - ® .;t i p i P 4 

? 0 
- I 13 1 Y xF / - 0 delete ;, 

Columns Ox to 7x are identical to US-ASCII respective ISO 646. Columns Ox, lx, 8x 
and 9x are reserved for special controls. 

space space, blank 

req. sp required space 

syl. hy sylable hyphen, displayed as -

delete control character delete 

Appendix 
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Glossary 

Derived from [1,3]. 

ANSI 

ASCII 

CECP 

CGCSGID 

American National Standards Institute. 

American National Standard Code for Information Interchange. A 
coded character set consisting of 128, 7-bit characters. There are 32 
control characters, 94 graphic characters, the space character and 
the delete character. 

Country Extended Code Page. The extended code page of countries 
with code pages based on a western latin alphabet. 

Coded Graphic Character Set Global IDentifier. A number given to a 
set of graphic characters like 00697 for the set of characters con-
tained in code page 500. 

coded character set A specific set of bit patterns to which specific graphic meanings 
and control meanings have been assigned. This is synonymous with 
code. 

code page A specification of code points for each graphic character in a set or 
in a collection of graphic character sets. Within a code page, a code 
point can have only one specific meaning. 

control character A specific bit pattern with an assigned control meaning. Contrast 
with graphic character. 

CPGID 

EBCDIC 

ECMA 

GCGID 

Code Page Global IDentifier. The number of the code page given by 
IBM. ~ code page 500 or code page 037. 

Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code. A coded charac
ter set consisting of 8-bit coded characters. 

European Computer Manufacturer Association 

Graphic Character Global IDentifier. A name for a graphic like 
LAOIOOOO for the letter a, or ND021000 for 2 (superscript 2) . 

graphic character ISO: A character, other than a control character, that is normally 
represented by a graphic. 

invariant character set (1) A character set, such as the Syntactic Character Set, that 
does not change from code page to code page. (2) A minimum set of 
characters that is available as part of all character sets. 

IPDS Intelligent Printer Data Stream. Datastream consisting of structured 
fields to control a printer. Functions are grouped into classes. A spe
cific printer normally can perform only a set of function classes, not 
the total set of functions specified in IPDS. 

language 

NLS 

ISO: A set of characters, conventions, and rules, that is used for 
conveying information. The three aspects of language are pragmat
ics, semantics, and syntax. 

National Language Support. The ability for a user to communicate 
with applications in a language other than US English. 
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